Recent development of large-scale question answering (QA) datasets triggered a substantial amount of research into end-toend neural architectures for QA. Increasingly complex systems have been conceived without comparison to a simpler neural baseline system that would justify their complexity. In this work, we propose a simple heuristic that guided the development of FastQA, an efficient endto-end neural model for question answering that is very competitive with existing models. We further demonstrate, that an extended version (FastQAExt) achieves state-of-the-art results on recent benchmark datasets, namely SQuAD, NewsQA and MsMARCO, outperforming most existing models. However, we show that increasing the complexity of FastQA to FastQAExt does not yield any systematic improvements. We argue that the same holds true for most existing systems that are similar to FastQAExt. A manual analysis reveals that our proposed heuristic explains most predictions of our model, which indicates that modeling a simple heuristic is enough to achieve strong performance on extractive QA datasets. The overall strong performance of FastQA puts results of existing, more complex models into perspective.
Introduction
Question answering is an important end-user task at the intersection of natural language processing (NLP) and information retrieval (IR). QA systems can bridge the gap between IR-based search engines and sophisticated intelligent assistants that enable a more directed information retrieval process. Such systems aim at finding precisely the piece of information sought by the user instead of documents or snippets containing the answer. This requires an in-depth understanding of the provided query or question. A special form of QA, namely extractive QA, deals with the extraction of a direct answer to a question from a given textual context. It requires jointly modeling a natural language question in conjunction with its provided context.
The creation of large-scale, extractive QA datasets (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Trischler et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2016) sparked research interest into the development of end-to-end neural QA systems. A typical neural architecture consists of an encoder that encodes the question and context into a sequence of n-dimensional representations, an interaction layer which allows for the interaction between question and context, and an answer layer responsible for extracting the answer span within the context. Many models of this type have been proposed very recently (Wang and Jiang, 2017; Yu et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 2017; Seo et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017; . Each of those describe several innovations for the different layers of the architecture with a special focus on developing powerful interaction layers.
Although a variety of extractive QA systems have been proposed, there is no competitive neural baseline. Most systems were built in what we call a top-down process that proposes a complex architecture first and validates design decisions by an ablation study. Most ablation studies, however, remove only a single part of an overall complex architecture and therefore lack comparison to a reasonable neural baseline. This gap raises the question whether the complexity of current systems is justified solely by their empirical results.
In this work, we propose a heuristic that serves as a simple baseline for the extractive QA task. It selects answer spans that match the expected answer type and that are close to important question words. Expected answer types are not limited and can be inferred directly from the question with varying granularity. Based on this context/type matching heuristic we derive FastQA, a neural network architecture that is efficient wrt. space-and time complexity as well as performance. Its architecture is the result of an incremental extension process (bottom-up) which starts from a very basic model. Individual extensions are created by necessity with simplicity in mind and empirically validated. Crucially, we do not make use of a complex interaction layer but model interaction between question and context through computable features on the word level. FastQA's strong performance questions the necessity of additional complexity, especially in the interaction layer, that is exhibited by recently developed models. We address this issue by evaluating the impact of an additional interaction layer in more detail. In addition, we provide a qualitative analysis that gives insights into the capabilities of FastQA. The analysis indicates that our system indeed mostly learns our context/-type matching heuristic. Finally, the contributions of this work are the following:
• definition of an efficient neural QA model (FastQA) based on a simple heuristic
• development and evaluation of QA systems with increasing architectural complexity
• state-of-the-art results for FastQA and its extended version FastQAExt on three recent QA benchmarks
• in-depth discussion of usefulness of a complex interaction layer
• qualitative analysis revealing that limited functionality required by our heuristic is learnt by FastQA and thus, sufficient to achieve strong results
FastQA
We begin by motivating the FastQA architecture based on a heuristic that should be able to answer most questions in an extractive QA setting: i) the type of the answer span should correspond to the answer type given by the question, and ii) the correct answer should further be surrounded by a context that fits the question, i.e., more precisely by many question words. Similar heuristics were frequently implemented in traditional QA systems, e.g., in the answer extraction step of Moldovan et al. (1999) . Lample et al. (2016) demonstrate that bidirectional recurrent neural networks (BiRNN) are powerful at recognizing named entities which makes them sensible choice for context encoding to satisfy i). ii) can similarly be achieved by a RNN that is informed of the locations of question tokens appearing in the context. Finally, we argue that BiRNNs are powerful enough to model both requirements. Thus, the FastQA system has to include a BiRNN for sequentially encoding a sequence of (embedded) words with additional features that inform the encoder about the occurrence of question words.
On a high level, the FastQA model consists of three basic layers, namely the embedding-, encoding and answer layer, that are described in detail in the following. We denote the hidden dimensionality of the model by n, the question tokens by Q = (q 1 , ..., q L Q ), and the context tokens by X = (x 1 , ..., x L X ). An illustration of the basic architecture is provided in Figure 1 .
Embedding
The embedding layer is responsible for mapping tokens x to their corresponding high-dimensional representation x. Typically this is done by mapping each word x to its corresponding word embedding x w (lookup-embedding) using an embedding matrix E, s.t. x w = Ex. Another approach is to embed each word by encoding their corresponding character sequence x c = (c 1 , ..., c L X ) with C, s.t. x c = C(x c ) (char-embedding). In this work, C is a convolutional neural network with max-pooling over time as explored by Seo et al. (2017) . Both approaches are combined via concatenation, s.t. the final embedding becomes
Features
When processing the context the encoder should be aware of the words that are important for answering the question. Therefore, in addition to the embedded context words we feed two computable features as input to the encoder, namely a binaryand a weighted word-in-question feature which are explained in the following. 
weighted The weighted word-in-question (wiq w ) feature combines two distinct term frequencies, a typical IR measure, namely the term frequency (tf(x j |Q)) of a token x j in the question and the inverse term frequency (itf(x j |C)) in the context. The rationale behind this feature is the fact that question tokens which rarely appear in the context are more likely to be important for answering the question. We use a soft version of wiq w to account for morphology and synonyms by exploiting the given embedded tokens. The feature is defined in Eq. 3.
Eq. 2 defines a basic similarity score between q i and x j . If we define this score to be a constant in case x j is part of the question and − inf else, the resulting wiq w -feature would correspond exactly to itf(x j |X) · tf(x j |Q).
Finally, to be able to use the same encoder for both question and context we fix these two features to one for the question.
Encoding
In the following, we describe the encoding of the context which is analogous to that of the question.
To allow for interaction between the two embeddings described in §2.1, they are first projected jointly to a n-dimensional representation (Eq. 4)) and further transformed by a single highway layer (Eq. 5) similar to Seo et al. (2017) .
For the sake of brevity we use the abbreviation FC to denote a fully connected layer, i.e., FC(x) = W x + b. Note, that these preliminary transformations are only performed when combining different kinds of embeddings, namely char+lookup.
The complete inputX ∈ R n+2×L X to the encoder is defined as follows:
X is fed to a bidirectional RNN and its output is again projected to allow for interaction between the features accumulated in the forward and backward RNN (Eq. 6). In preliminary experiments we found LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to perform best.
We initialize the projection matrix B with [I n ; I n ], where I n denotes the n-dimensional identity matrix. It follows that H is the sum of the outputs from the forward-and backward-LSTM at the beginning of training.
As mentioned before, we utilize the same encoder parameters for both question and context, except the projection matrix B which is not shared. However, they are initialized the same way, s.t. the context and question encoding is identical at the beginning of training.
Answer Layer
, we first compute an attention weighted, n-dimensional question representationz of Q (Eq. 7).
The probability distribution p s for the start location of the answer is computed as follows:
The conditional probability distribution p e for the end location conditioned on the start location s is computed similarly as follows:
The overall probability p of predicting an answer span (s, e) is p(s, e) = p s (s) · p e (e|s).
Beam-search To compute the answer span with the highest probability, we employ beam-search with a beam-size of k. This means that ends for the top-k answer starts are predicted during application and the span with the highest overall probability is predicted as final answer. Figure 2 : Illustration of the basic architecture which underlies most existing neural QA systems.
Comparison to Prior Work
Many neural architectures for extractive QA have been conceived very recently. Most of these systems can be broken down into four basic layers for which individual innovations were proposed. A high-level illustration of these systems is show in Figure 2 . In the following, we compare our system in more detail with existing models.
Embedder The embedder is responsible for embedding a sequence of tokens into a sequence of n-dimensional states. It typically maps tokens to their pre-trained embeddings. However, as described in §2.1 these embeddings can be further combined with computed character-based word embeddings (Seo et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017) .
Encoder Embedded tokens are further encoded by some form of composition function. A prominent type of encoder is the (bi-directional) recurrent neural network (RNN). Feeding it with additional word-level features similar to ours is not novel. For instance, calculate word-level relevance scores for the context based on the query words that are used as multiplicative filters. We believe that such a form of gating is too strict and should rather be handled by the encoder. , on the other hand, successfully employed two simple binary features in addition to word-embeddings during encoding which is similar to our encoder.
Interaction Layer Most research focused on the interaction layer 1 which is responsible for the interaction between question and context. Different ideas were explored such as attention (Wang and Jiang, 2017; Yu et al., 2017) , co-attention (Xiong et al., 2017) , bi-directional attention flow (Seo et al., 2017) , multi-perspective context matching or fine-grained gating . All of these ideas aim at enriching the encoded context with weighted states from the question and in some cases also from the context. These are gathered individually for each context state, concatenated with it and serve as input to an additional RNN.
Answer Layer Finally, most systems divide the prediction of the answer span into predicting the start and the end using feed-forward neural networks for scoring. Their complexity ranges from using a single fully-connected layer (Seo et al., 2017; to employing convolutional neural networks (Trischler et al., 2017) or deep Highway-Maxout-Networks which are repeated iteratively as demonstrated by (Xiong et al., 2017) . As a simpler alternative to this iterative start and end pointer prediction, we introduce beam-search in the answer layer to extract the most likely answer span. Preliminary experiments show that more complex answer layers than our 2-layer MLP did not improve performance.
FastQA Extended
To explore the necessity of the interaction layer, similar to previous works, we extend our model with an additional interaction layer. In particular, we employ representation fusion to enable the exchange of information in between passages of the context (intra-fusion), and between the question and the context (inter-fusion). Representation fusion is defined as the weighted addition between a state, i.e., its n-dimensional representation, and its respective co-representation. For each context state its corresponding co-representation is retrieved via attention from the rest of the context (intra) or the question (inter), respectively, and fused into its own representation. In contrast to recent work which typically combines these representations by concatenation and feeds them as input to an additional RNN (e.g., LSTM), our approach can be considered a more light-weight version of interaction. Because this extension is not the focus of this work and for the sake of brevity we describe technical details of this layer in Appendix A. NewsQA The NewsQA dataset (Trischler et al., 2017) 3 contains 100k answerable questions from a total of 120k questions. In this work, similar to Trischler et al. (2017) we only focus on the answerable part and leave the detection of unanswerable questions for future work. The dataset is built from CNN news stories that were originally collected by Hermann et al. (2015) .
MsMARCO The Microsoft Machine Reading Comprehension dataset (Nguyen et al., 2016) 4 differs from the aforementioned datasets in various aspects. It contains 100k real world queries from the Bing search engine and human generated answers that are based on relevant web documents. Because we focus on extractive question answering in this work, we limit the queries for training to queries whose answers are directly extractable from the given web documents. We found that 67.2% of all queries fall into this category. Evaluation, however, is performed on the entire development and test set, respectively, which makes it impossible to answer the subset of Yes/No questions (≈ 7%) properly. For the sake of simplicity, we concatenate all given paragraphs and treat them as a single document. Since most queries in Ms-MARCO are lower-cased we also lower-cased the context.
Evaluation
Performance on the SQuAD and NewsQA datasets is measured in terms of exact match (accuracy) and a mean, per answer token-based F1 measure which was originally proposed by Rajpurkar et al. (2016) to also account for partial matches. The official scoring measure of MsMARCO for generative models is ROUGE-L. Even though our model is extractive we use our extracted answers as if they were generated. 
Training
Throughout all experiments we use a hidden dimensionality of n = 300, variational dropout (Gal and Ghahramani, 2015) at the input embeddings with a rate of 0.5 and 300-dimensional fixed word-embeddings from Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) . We employed ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2015) for optimization with an initial learningrate of 10 −3 which was halved whenever the F 1 measure on the development set dropped between checkpoints. Checkpoints occurred after every 1000 mini-batches each containing 64 examples.
Because NewsQA and MsMARCO contain examples with very large contexts (up to more than 1500 tokens) we cut contexts larger than 400 tokens in order to efficiently train our models. We ensure that at least one, but at best all answers are still present in the remaining 400 tokens. 
Results

Empirical Results
The results presented in Tables 1, 2 Table 4 : SQuAD results on development set for increasingly complex architecture. Table 4 shows the individual contributions of each model component that was incrementally added to the initial BiLSTM model. It merely consists of a fixed word-embedding layer followed by a BiLSTM encoder without additional features and our proposed answer-layer without beam search. We see that the most crucial performance boost stems from the introduction of either one of our features. However, all other extensions also achieve notable improvements between 1 and 2% with beam-search being an exception. It slightly improves results which shows that the most probable answer start is not necessarily the start of the best answer span.
In general, these results are interesting in many ways. For instance, it is surprising that a simple binary feature like wiq b can have such a dramatic effect on the overall performance. We believe that the reason for this is the fact that an encoder without any knowledge of the actual question has to account for every possible question that might be asked, i.e., it has to keep track of the entire context around each token in its recurrent state. An informed encoder, on the other hand, can selectively keep track of question related information. It can further abstract over concrete entities to their respective types because it is rarely the case that many entities of the same type occur in the question. For example, if a person is mentioned in the question the context encoder only needs to remember that the "question-person" was mentioned but not the concrete name of the person.
Another interesting finding is the fact that additional character based embeddings have a notable effect on the overall performance which was already observed by Seo et al. (2017) ; Yu et al. (2017) . We see further improvements when employing representation fusion to allow for more interaction. This shows that a more sophisticated interaction layer can help. However, the differences are not substantial, indicating that this extension does not offer any systematic advantage.
Do we need additional interaction?
We measured both time-and space-complexity of FastQAExt and a reimplementation of the Dynamic Coattention Network (DNC, Xiong et al. (2017) ) in relation to FastQA. We found that FastQA is about twice as fast as the other two systems and requires 2 − 4 times less memory compared to FastQAExt and DNC, respectively 5 .
In addition, we looked for systematic advantages of FastQAExt over FastQA by comparing 5 We implemented all models in TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015) .
SQuAD examples from the development set that were answered correctly by FastQAExt and incorrectly by FastQA (589 FastQAExt wins) against FastQA wins (415). We studied the average question-and answer length as well as the question types for these two sets but could not find any systematic difference. The same observation was made when manually comparing the kind of reasoning that is needed to answer a certain question. This finding aligns with the marginal empirical improvements between the two systems indicating that FastQAExt seems to generalize slightly better but does not offer a particular, systematic advantage. Therefore, we argue that the additional complexity introduced by the interaction layer is not necessarily justified by the incremental performance improvements presented in §6.1, especially when memory or run-time constraints exist.
Qualitative Analysis
Besides our empirical evaluations this section provides a qualitative error inspection of predictions for the SQuAD development dataset. We analyse 55 errors made by the FastQA system in detail and highlight basic abilities that are missing to reach human level performance. In the following examples, predicted answers are underlined while correct answers are presented in boldface.
We found that most errors are based on a lack of either syntactic understanding or a fine-grained semantic distinction between lexemes with similar meanings. Other error types are mostly related to annotation preferences, e.g., answer is good but there is a better, more specific one, or ambiguities within the question or context.
A prominent type of mistake is a lack of finegrained understanding of certain answer types as in the following example: Similar to this last example, we found that the model prefers answers that are "sequentially" close to the question words rather than syntactically. This finding aligns with the context/type matching heuristic our model is based on ( §2). A manual examination of errors reveals that about 35 out of 55 mistakes (64%) can directly be attributed to the plain application of the heuristic. In contrast to these negative examples we can find a lot of correct predictions as well. However, a similar analysis revealed that about 44 out of 50 (88%) analyzed positive cases are covered by our heuristic. We therefore believe that our model and, wrt. empirical results, other models as well mostly learn a simple context/type matching heuristic.
This finding is important because it reveals that an extractive QA system does not have to solve the reasoning types of that were used to classify SQuAD instances (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) , in order to be successful. An example that showcases this issue is given in the following.
When did building activity occur on St. Kazimierz Church?
Building activity occurred in numerous noble palaces and churches ... . One of the best examples of this architecture are ... St. Kazimierz Church (1688 -1692 Although it seems that evidence synthesis of multiple sentences is needed to fully understand the relation between the the answer and the question entity St. Kazimierz Church, answering this question is easily possible by applying our heuristic. The actual answer is the only time mention close to the important question entity mention.
Related Work
There has been a strong research interest in building models for machine comprehension, recently. This is mostly due to the creation large scale cloze datasets such the DailyMail/CNN dataset (Hermann et al., 2015) or the Children's Book Corpus (Hill et al., 2016) which enabled the creation of end-to-end neural architectures. A thorough analysis by , however, revealed that the DailyMail/CNN was too easy and still quite noisy, and that the adapted, simple model of Hermann et al. (2015) can achieve impressive results. New datasets were constructed to eliminate the aforementioned problems including SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) , NewsQA (Trischler et al., 2017) and MsMARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016) . In contrast to cloze-style QA, these datasets contain real world questions/queries with a much greater variety of potential answers. They are therefore much better suited to evaluate machine comprehension. Nevertheless, models built for cloze-style QA datasets laid the foundation for current stateof-the-art QA models discussed in §3.
Previous question answering datasets such as MCTest (Richardson et al., 2013) and TREC-QA (Dang et al., 2007) were too small to successfully train end-to-end neural architectures and required different approaches. Traditional statistical QA systems (e.g., Ferrucci (2012) ) relied on linguistic pre-processing pipelines and extensive exploitation of external resources, such as knowledge bases for feature-engineering. Other paradigms include template matching or passage retrieval (Andrenucci and Sneiders, 2005) .
Conclusion
In this work, we introduced a simple, context/type matching heuristic for extractive question answering which serves as the basis for the development of FastQA, an efficient neural architecture for extractive question answering. FastQA is very competitive with existing, complexer neural models. We show how an extended version of FastQA outperforms most of all existing systems, achieving state-of-the-art results on three recent benchmark datasets. However, we argue that the slight performance increase does not justify the increased complexity introduced by the extension which is similarly exhibited by existing models. Our qualitative analysis reveals that our model has only little language understanding and basically learns to model our proposed heuristic. Its strong performance, however, puts results of other systems into perspective. In the future we want to extend the FastQA model to address linguistically motivated error types, e.g., fine-grained understanding and distinction of answer types or learning to respect syntax.
